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Introduction

name: 
a word or a combination of words by which a person, place, or thing, a body or class, or any object of  
thought is designated, called, or known. 

Finding the right name for a company is more than choosing words which sit well together on a piece of 
paper.  The right name can convey a sense of purpose, act as a mission statement and provide a touchpoint 
for the consumer to relate to.

Since separating from their parent group, the team have been looking to develop a new name for the 
company.  By renaming, the team are hoping to:

• Remove associations with any negative brand equity attached to the former parent company
• Define their niche within the web design and software build consultancy market
• Move the company forward, concurrent with new premises and expansion plans.

This document has been prepared by Neil Hopkins, a cross-discipline communications specialist and fellow 
member of Brand 3.0. This naming proposal will examine internal research as provided by the company, 
delivering brand understanding and developing brand insights which will inform the development of potential 
new names for the company.  

All suggested names will be available as both .com and .co.uk domains (searches executed through 
www.123-reg.co.uk and cross-checked through www.names.co.uk) and will be available for registration with 
Companies House (availability established through 
http://wck2.companieshouse.gov.uk/d1b904dc36a614f53e239f14863f52a9/wcframe?
name=accessCompanyInfo using the 'Company Name Availability Search' tool).

All names and understanding/insights developed through this document will be signed over to the company 
upon final acceptance of the recommendations held within this tender.

I look forward to working closely with the team to implement a new name for the company.

Neil Hopkins
Neil@interacter.co.uk
07578 307609
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Understanding

In order to develop a new name for the company, it is vital to gain an understanding of the existing attitudes 
towards the company, its current position, hopes and fears for the future.

All understanding and insight has been developed from an internal staff survey, conducted by the company, 
covering employee perception, client insight and market competition as well as a comprehensive SWOT 
analysis.

From the data supplied, it is clear that the company is currently in a state of flux.  The  separation from the 
parent group has left employees unsure of the next steps to take in order progress from their current 
situation to a future where they are “a label of quality”, “the best” and gaining “accreditations”/”testimonials”.

However, it is equally clear that the company enjoys a high level of employee engagement, where staff feel 
that it is “open”, “flexible” and “fun to work at” with a “good / close” team.  The company's size is cited both 
positively and negatively – common amongst the SME sector.  On one hand, there's the flexibility and 
creative licence afforded by a small team; on the other there is the fear of being left behind the competition 
because the company's size precludes it from taking on the volume of clients that a large company can.

Within the research, there are also a number of conflicting statements which suggest that there are some 
fundamental issues which need to be addressed.  These include one survey respondent suggesting that the 
company is a “relaxed” place to work, but one which is also “frustrated” and “restricted”.  While not mutually 
exclusive, it is very difficult to achieve a relaxed, creative, atmosphere while employees are frustrated and 
restricted.

Also included in the research are the statements that a point of difference with other companies is “large 
offices”, but that a company weakness is “lack of space”.  This may be due to differing spatial perceptions or 
may be due to genuine inequalities of space.  Without visiting the offices, it is impossible to gauge which of 
the explanations may be correct.

“Bad communications” is a heading which is referred to in a number of different forms throughout the 
research.  It is conceivable that communication difficulties are arising from the company's “unstructured” 
status which is “lacking focus”, so focussing on core USPs and delivery strategies may naturally mitigate any 
previous communication issues.  

It is interesting to note that a number of responses deal with the feeling of being “restricted” although this is 
countered by “too much on offer” but the need to provide a “choice of solutions”.  No doubt the dichotomy 
between these statements will reduce once the company's structural issues are addressed, but it is important 
to raise this point as there are, paradoxically, freedoms inherent within clearly defined and explainable 
package structures.  Within the company reorganisation and development, that may be a key area to focus 
on in order to provide clarity both internally and externally.  

It is illuminating to note the overall tone of the responses. There are very few replies to any of the questions 
which deal directly with the company's design/build skills – rather the overwhelming tone is one of client 
value proposition and company personality: “quality”; “reliable”; “flexible”; “thought through solutions”; 
“responsive”; “knowledgeable”; “caring” etc.  

This is very encouraging, especially when considered against the positive company culture (“hard working”, 
“family”, “friendly”), as it suggests that the company has an intrinsic confidence in the work that it delivers – 
there is no suggestion of needing to employ better coders or designers, for example, or being under the 
control of an interfering management.  Having said this, it is also worth noting that one respondent describes 
the company as currently “expert” but another thinks that this status is something that should be aspired 
towards (.i.e not there yet).  This type of dichotomy is not uncommon but the reasons behind it should be 
examined in some more detail.

Virtually all negative comments and views are directed at structural issues within the company (“poor 
communications”, “lack of focus”, “brand awareness”, “disorganisation”) which can be addressed through a 
comprehensive brand/business review and action plan – all steps for which are contained within the “words... 
our company should aspire towards” section of the research.  This section lays out very clearly the goals for 
any company reorganisation and key milestones for achievement, and demonstrates the employee 
commitment and vision to the future of the company.
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Key Understandings
• The company is facing issues common across the SME sector.  As such, the team should feel 

confident that they are not alone and the body of work facing them is not insurmountable
• The split from the parent group has most likely been the direct cause of the lack of structure both 

internally and externally
• The team is very client focussed and keen to provide a 'human face' to technological business 

solutions.  
• While many business review projects would expect to find some level of disengagement during 

changing times, that isn't obvious from the information supplied.  As such, the company is in a 
potentially strong position once the structural issues have been addressed.
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Insight

The following five insight statements have been drawn from the cumulative understanding gained from the 
research supplied.

Insight statements often don't use the same words as the understanding or the research, rather they attempt 
to illuminate the feelings created in developing the understanding.  It is possible to explain the differences 
between the two sections thus:

The understanding is a linking of singular research statements to deliver a coherent narrative and picture of  
the company as a whole.

The insight is the extension and expression of the feelings created by the sum total of the understanding.

I believe that the following insight statements apply for the company, and that these statements will form an 
important strand of the renaming process.

• We feel bruised by the split from the parent group and it's harder than expected to find our own feet. 
We are afraid of failing but know that we can thrive with defined structure and vision, if only we knew 
where that came from.  We miss the security [real or perceived] of being part of a larger group

• At the moment, we don't feel in control.  Clients dictate to us more than we should let them and 
approach different individuals with work requests, which means that it can be more difficult to get an 
integrated solution developed and makes managing workflows harder.  This can affect our client 
service standards if we are not careful.  We are not yet confident enough to take a firmer stance with 
our clients.  Perhaps, deeper down, we are afraid that if we do, we will lose them to another 
company.  We also feel that the lack of clarity around our services is removing another element of 
control from us

• We know that we're capable of delivering a lot to our clients, but it's hard to explain to them precisely 
what we can deliver and how it will add value to their business

• Formal job titles aren't as important to us as being caring, empathetic individuals both inside the 
team and with the client 

• We see the client as more than figures on a balance sheet and want them to respect us both as a 
team and as individuals in return.
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Potential names

The development of understanding and insight within this document has been fundamental to the creation of 
a potential name for the company.  The suggested names both focus on 'soft' USPs/CVP as the insight 
suggests empathetic development as being central to future differentiation from other companies.

As previously outlined, these names are available to register through Company's House and as .com/.co.uk 
domain names.

Furthermore, each option has been inserted into a telephone greeting to ensure flow.  This greeting runs as 
follows:

“Good morning, [name option].  Jim speaking.”

If a company name has not flowed within the context of a greeting, it has not been included in the options 
below.

OPTION ONE:

Company Name: Clarity; Simplicity; Growth.
Known As: This is CSG
Web domain: www.thisiscsg.com / www.thisiscsg.co.uk (also available as .co should this be required).

Clarity; Simplicity; Growth is a brand promise both to the company and to all clients.  It outlines what is 
required to be successful and gain market share, as well as providing an expectation for new/existing clients. 

This name also has a number of added benefits:
Client Value Proposition statement

• The company will provide its clients with clear information (including pricing, design/build 
specification, clear reporting lines)

• It will also provide them with systems which are simple to use, thereby giving the clients confidence 
that, no matter what their level of online/software understanding, the supplied packages will add 
value to their business.  This simplicity will be developed through gaining a clear understanding of 
the client's business and delivering them a bespoke product tailored to their needs.

• All work undertaken by the company will help its clients to build their business and grow.

Internal brand promise statement
• The company will provide clarity to its employees (including clarity of vision, purpose and 

communication)
• The company will build on clarity by providing a simple business structure wherein it is clear where 

each employee sits and how their contribution adds to the overall aims of the company
• Through providing internal clarity of communications, easily understood business structures and 

vision, the company is focussed on immediate and future growth.

This is CSG is a definitive and affirmative statement.  It underlines the company's existence and its value 
proposition.  It is also modern, friendly and approachable while still being business like.

Furthermore, the company's marketing literature could play with the acronym to reinforce both the acronym 
itself and proposition: for example Client Service/Support Guarantee or Creative Solutions for Growth

OPTION TWO

Company Name: Code Made Clear
Web domain: www.codemadeclear.co.uk / .com (also available as a .co if required)

Code is confusing to a non-programmer and clients are unlikely to want to know the intricacies of .NET 
coding.  What they want is something clearly easy to understand, clearly easy to use and which will clearly 
add value to their business.  They want the code to be made clear.
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Code Made Clear is simple to say, featuring prominent consonants to differentiate the words, avoiding 'run 
in' and subsequent misunderstandings.  The inclusion of 'clear' in the name is designed to help clients who 
haven't used a design agency before to understand that they aren't going to be 'blinded by science' but 
rather be delivered a product which they can use.
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